
Services VILLA MOLLI

Villa Molli employs a team of qualified professional partners who firmly believe in their work, offering
an exclusive experience carried out with enthusiasm, high professionalism, utmost discretion and

attention to customer needs. 

"Professionalism, ethics and quality."

in partnership with





OUR SERVICEBody
AROMA MASSAGE
A relaxing massage with gentle, enveloping hand techniques. Includes hand-blended essential oils and calming breathing
techniques to balance body and soul. Essential oils used revitalize and soothe, relax and promote well-being.

CANDLE MASSAGE
A multi-sensory experience capable of giving your body and mind profound benefits. 
Particularly relaxing massage as it is practiced in the soft atmosphere of a candle melting in warm aromatic oil. 
It helps relieve stress, promotes circulation, eases contractures. 

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
Very deep massage geared toward relieving muscle tension. Slow and deep manual techniques will be used, which promote the
resolution of pain and tend to restore proper muscle tone by improving the condition of the body.

60/90 min 

60/90 min 

60/90 min 

60/90 min 

60/90 min 

60/90 min 

€155/€225

€155/€225

€155/€225

€155/€225

€155/€225

€155/€225

Price

JET LAG MASSAGE
A gentle, draining massage for legs and feet and a deep massage for back and shoulders.  With organic lavender oil, which
ensures relaxation of body and mind. 
Ideal after long trips and to combat jet lag.

MOTHER TO BE MASSAGE
For expectant mothers. Take a moment to appreciate the joys of motherhood and let stress and tension melt away. 
A safely formulated oil will be used to nourish and care for the skin. 
Massage will relieve the feeling of heaviness that accompanies pregnancy, easing pain in the back, shoulders and heavy legs.

TAILOR MADE MASSAGE 
Customized massage agreed upon according to the person's needs.



OUR SERVICEBody Special
60/90 min 

40 minutes 

90 minutes 

60 minutes 

80 minutes 

€155/€225

€145

€250

€165

€250

Price
SHIATSU
An oriental massage, originating in Japan, whose purpose is to bring well-being and balance to the individual, not only on a
physical level but also on a mental level, restoring harmony between these two components. Thumbs, palms or elbows are used
to apply gentle or strong pressure on acupuncture meridians. No oil is used; comfortable clothing is required.

OSTEOPATICH TREATMENT
Try osteopathy to go to the cause of the pain and get back into balance. This treatment acts on the human body from a
physiological and energetic point of view. It restores body balance, increases the mobility of the joints and reduces muscle
tension. No cream used, wear comfortable clothing.

PHYSIOTHERAPY TREATMENT
Rehabilitation physiotherapy aims to help patients regain their muscle and joint function when it is reduced as a result of an
accidental event. This discipline intervenes to treat injuries, deformities, and disorders that do not allow one to enjoy full
function.

OSTEOMASSAGE
The fusion of an osteopathic treatment and massage is the right solution for those who want to give their bodies a complete
sense of well-being. Ideal for those who want to relax and at the same time relieve deeper tensions. Performed by 2
practitioners.

TIBETAN BELLS RITUAL
A powerful treatment based on the sound and vibration of Tibetan bells that promotes deep relaxation and muscle
regeneration. It loosens and releases physical or emotional tension, promoting inner calm and balancing body, mind and soul.
No oils are used, wear comfortable clothing.

TIBETAN BELLS MASSAGE
The enveloping manual dexterity of massage combined with deep relaxation provided by the sound and vibration of Tibetan
bells. Promotes rebalancing of mind and body. Performed by 2 partitioners.

40 minutes €145





OUR SERVICE Face
60 minutes 

70 minutes 

80 minutes 

€165

€200

€230

Price
BE SPOKE 
Facial treatment for all skin types (sensitive, dry, oily or combination) and after skin analysis, the therapist customizes the
treatment according to the client's needs.
The cosmetic house used is a zero-mile company and a leader in natural cosmetics. It is distinguished by its philosophy and
produces cosmetics using the purest and most certified raw materials.
Ethics, sustainability and the common good are the core principles of this company.

.
LUXURY  SILK 
A true anti-aging treatment for brighter, more refined skin. 
The key ingredient in this treatment is Sericin Integra, a natural silk protein. In fact, its non-occlusive film-forming properties
are able to smooth out small roughness in the skin, keeping it elastic, deeply moisturizing and protecting it.
At the end of this pampering experience your skin will be as soft as silk. The local company that produces these extraordinary
products owns the only plant in the world capable of extracting--only from premium silk threads--the best Integral Sericin,
and this product is made entirely in Italy (Sericina Integra M).

JAPANESE ELIXIR
A facial treatment based on natural ingredients that preserves beauty over time, this is the Japanese philosophy that makes sure
that every detail of the product triggers a state of well-being that accompanies you in your daily life. 
The products used contain four exotic botanicals imported directly from Japan for new, radiant, hydrated and nourished skin: 
Uji Green Tea, Japanese Matatabi Kiwi, Eijitsu Multiflora Rose and Ume Japanese Apricot.

.



OUR SERVICERitual Experience
100 minutes

100 minutes

Price
WINE RITUAL
A unique treatment to discover another exciting side of wine. Grape seeds are materials rich in properties and benefits for all
skin types, including sensitive skin.
An oxygenating scrub that firms and relaxes the skin, a facial that soothes, reduces and prevents signs of skin aging, and a
grape seed oil massage that protects, hydrates and brightens the complexion.
It concludes with a wine tasting by the glass.

THE SCENTS OF THE LAKE
A treatment inspired by the scents of Lake Como, to evoke its atmosphere and magical moments.
A decongestant and refreshing face and body treatment suitable for counteracting the effects of physical and mental
fatigue caused by stress. A treatment that counteracts heaviness in the legs and feet after a long journey and/or soothes
the skin after prolonged exposure to the sun. 
The cosmetic house used is an important reality that collects the gifts of Nature of Lake Como and transforms them into
effective and valuable products for the well-being of the client.

€250 

€250 

BALANCED YOGA 
This ritual is beneficial for body and mind, a special way to get rid of tension accumulated from stress. 
50 minutes of yoga exercises to release muscle tension. This postural exercise is followed by a 60-minute personalized
massage.
The perfect treatment for those who want to experience a feeling of incredible physical and mental lightness and for those who
want to get rid of all accumulated tension.

110 minutes €260 





OUR SERVICEFitness
PERSONAL TRAINER
The personal trainer is the professional figure who will take care of the personalized management of your exercise
to improve your health, fitness, education to healthy lifestyle and motivate you in the practice of performing.

YOGA
Yoga is a means of balancing and harmonizing the body, mind and emotions, which can promote balance and perfect
coordination of all organic functions and maintain an optimal state of health. A set of practices, studies, theories and
teachings that aim to help us be happy and live better, with greater awareness, strength of mind, physical and
emotional well-being.

YOGA WITH TIBETAN BELLS
The vibrations generated by Tibetan bells help create an atmosphere of relaxation, harmony and tranquility that is
fundamental to yoga practice, allowing us to experience that feeling of unity between body and spirit that is lost in
daily life. The Tibetan bell is an instrument that generates truly powerful vibrations.
Its use often accompanies yoga and meditation exercises in which one must focus on breathing and introspection.

PILATES
Pilates is a rehabilitative, preventive and therapeutic type of gymnastics.
Focused on controlling posture by adjusting the center of gravity, it is necessary to gain greater harmony and
fluidity in movements. When practiced, Pilates improves flexibility, strength, endurance, control and balance.

Price

€250 per person (1 person)
€160 per person (for 2 people)
€140 per person (from 3 to 6 people)
€120 per person (minimum 7 people)  

€160 per person (1 person)
€140 per person (for 2 people)
€120 per person (from 3 to 6 people)
€100 per person (minimum 7 people)  

€160 per person (1 person)
€140 per person (for 2 people)
€120 per person (from 3 to 6 people)
€100 per person (minimum 7 people)  

€160 per person (1 person)
€140 per person (for 2 people)
€120 per person (from 3 to 6 people)
€100 per person (minimum 7 people)  



OUR SERVICENails
€70

€125

€120

€170

Price
MANICURE/PEDICURE
Follow tradition, for perfectly neat hands and feet

LUXURY MANICURE/PEDICURE
A traditional manicure/pedicure with the addition of a moisturizing and restructuring treatment to restore the beauty of
your skin.

JAPANESE MANICURE/PEDICURE
An effective technique for brittle nails, based on powder and beeswax, it keeps the nails shiny for days without having to use
nail polish.

GEL POLISH
A service suitable for those who want to keep their color for three weeks.

REINFORCED GEL POLISH 
For someone who needs an extra booster on their nails without giving up color.

GEL NAIL COVER
Natural nail coverage with this much stiffer product than gel polish. 
Suitable for those who have brittle nails and want a very strengthening product. Lasts more than 3 weeks.

NAIL RECONSTRUCTION
Gel reconstruction is a treatment to lengthen and reshape the nail. It is practiced with the use of gel nail.

€130

HANDS         FOOT

€85

€130

€80 €90

€110 €115

/

/

/





OUR SERVICE Make up and  Hair 
€245

€180

€245

Price
MAKE UP
A professional Make-up Artist will examine your face and style to create a make-up in line with your needs.
Be prepared to shine and enhance your image with makeup for daytime, evening or an important event.

BLOW DRY
The blow-drying service is performed by the professional operator applying products specific to the hair type,
drying the hair with a blow dryer and brush or other tools (iron or straightener). The client washes the hair and
is ready for the blow-drying service.

BLOW DRY +  HAIRSTYLING
The professional stylist, applying products specific to the hair type, will perform hair preparation with a blow
dryer, brush (or iron and straightener), and the construction of the event hairstyle or styling will take place. 
The client receives the service on dry, clean hair.

HAIR CUT
The service is performed by professionals who follow fashion trends and with the best professional tools.
The cut can be made from wet hair (European wet cut method) or from dry hair (Anglo-Saxon dry cut method).
The operator after a consultation with the client considers the best shape and technique to achieve the desired
look.

€145

For
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OUR SERVICE   Hair Price

HAIR CUT

BEARD CUT

BEARD CUT WITH SPA TREATMENT

HAIR CUT + BEARD CUT 

BEARD COLOR

HAIR COLOR

BEARD AND HAIR COLOR 

The service is performed by professionals who follow fashion trends and with the best professional tools. 
The practitioner, after a consultation, evaluates the best shape and technique to achieve the desired look.

€190

€110

€165

€275

€110

€160

€220
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OUR SERVICE
We

ddin
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Price

FOR THE BRIDE
Consultation and testing:
Make-up 
Hair

Wedding day:
Make-up service
Hair service

Extra services:
Full day retouching (maximum 8 hours) 
Retouching look (includes a complete look change)

FOR THE GROOM 
Hairstyle
Hair cut + Hairstyle

FOR THE GUESTS
Make-up 
Blow dry
Blow dry + hairstyling

€180
€180

 
 

€490
€610

 
 

€100/hour
€300/2 hours

 
 
 

€110
€270

 
 
 

€245
€180
€245

 





OUR SERVICEBaby Sitting
BABY SITTING
Wellness Como is able to offer daytime and evening babysitting services as well as specialist childcare for
weddings and events. Our carefully selected team include career nannies, university graduates and much more. 
They have been highly trained and come with a wealth of experience and glowing references, all of them speak
an advanced level of English.

Photo and video shoot with professional equipment: slr camera + mirrorless camera with full range of  lenses
(from wide angle to zoom), gimbal and steady cam for moving images on the ground and a drone for aerial
shots;
Selection and post;
Production of the best shots;
Editing of shot sequences, complete with music and color grading;
Online delivery of post;
Produced photo files and finished video.

SLEEPING ROOM AND PLAYROOM
Setting up of a sleeping room with camping beds and lighting with colored LEDs and a playroom with carpets
and games.

CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT
Creativity and imagination are behind our professionals to stimulate and entertain children of all ages.

PHOTO SHOOT FOR CHILDREN
Service includes:

GIFTS FOR LITTLE GUESTS   

DOG SITTING   
Do you always travel with the whole family? Do you need a companion or sitter for your furry friends? We can
also offer help with pets.

Price
0-3 years old, for 1 child €45 per hour
4-6 years old, for 2 children €40 per hour
6-12 years old, for 3 children: €35 per hour
for 1 child, €40 per hour for 2/3 children

For 1-6 children €300
For 6-12 children €400

3 hours from €450

4 hours from €300

from €25 per gift 

€30 per hour



EXTRA SERVICE

WEDDING DRESS

GROOM SUIT

MEN'S SUITE (TROUSERS, SHIRT, JACKET)

WOMAN'S CEREMONY DRESS

MEN'S TROUSERS

SARTORIAL REPAIR

SERVICE ON SITE

Price
IRONING SERVICE

€100/€150

€40

€40

€50

€10

€20

€120/Hour





EXPERIENCES

E BIKE TOUR,HIKING TOUR, 
 WINE TASTING ,

COOKING CLASS... 
AND MORE

For information:

 
call    +39 0344 43 166

 
email.     info@villamolli.it



Enyoy your stayVILLA MOLLI

VILLAMOLLILAKECOMO + 39 034443166info@villamolli.it

The reservation be sent at least six hours prior to the requested service.
Guarantees services are performed seven days a week from 8.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. with a reservation made 24 hours prior to the service.

In case of request, outside the indicated hours, the service will be subject to a 50% surcharge over the enclosed Price List.
The cancellation of the service 12 hours prior the service will cause the payment of a penalty of 50% of the price of the service; the

cancellation "at the last minute" to be understood to be carried out beyond the twelve hours from the service will cause the payment of the
whole price of the service.


